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Abstract

This paper presents effective combination models with

certain combination features for human detection. In the

past several years, many existing features/models have

achieved impressive progress, but their performances are

still limited by the biases rooted in their self-structures, that

is, a particular kind of feature/model may work well for

some types of human bodies, but not for all the types. To

tackle this difficult problem, we combine certain comple-

mentary features/models together with effective organiza-

tion/fusion methods. Specifically, the HOG features, col-

or features and bar-shape features are combined together

with a cell-based histogram structure to form the so-called

HOG-III features. Moreover, the detections from different

models are fused together with the new proposed weighted-

NMS algorithm, which enhances the probable “true” ac-

tivations as well as suppresses the overlapped detection-

s. The experiments on PASCAL VOC datasets demonstrate

that, both the HOG-III features and the weighted-NMS fu-

sion algorithm are effective (obvious improvement for de-

tection performance) and efficient (relatively less computa-

tion cost): When applied to human detection task with the

Grammar model and Poselet model, they can boost the de-

tection performance significantly; Also, when extended to

detection of the whole VOC 20 object categories with the

deformable part-based model and deepCNN-based model,

they still show competitive improvements.

1. Introduction

Object detection is an essential task in computer vision,

which grants computers the ability to “see” objects in digital

images/videos. Human Detection is a primary issue among

object detection, due to the specificity of human bodies in

our daily lives. Unlike pedestrian detection (where almost

all the targets are upright persons in distant views), human

detection is still a challenging problem because of the large
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variations in visual appearance, which can be caused by var-

ious viewpoints and scales in photo-taking, different clothes

and poses on target people, changeful illumination and large

intra-class variations. Besides, the possible occlusions and

complex backgrounds may create further difficulties.

Generally, an human detector mainly has two compo-

nents: a feature extraction algorithm that encodes an input

image as a feature vector, and a detection model that locates

the target human bodies according to the computed vector.

In fact, feature extraction is a fundamental process for

human detection. A good feature extraction algorithm

should provide robust invariance to the large variations of

human bodies while extracting enough information for de-

tection. Dalal & Triggs [7] suggested the Histograms of

Oriented Gradients (HOG) features that are robust to signif-

icant changes in image illumination and color as well as s-

mall changes in image contour locations and directions. The

HOG features have proven effective for the detection of hu-

man and other shape-based object categories. Zhang et al.

[32] and Wang et al. [30] showed that HOG-LBP features, a

combination of HOG and Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [24],

under some circumstances, could further improve the detec-

tion performance. This fact implies that the HOG features

also have self-bias, and thus could be improved by combin-

ing with the other kinds of features. Other popular features

for detection include the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform

(SIFT) [23], Haar-like features [22], Wavelet features [29],

Shape-Context features [1], and so on.

As for detection model, it is clear that a monolithic mod-

el is not so effective for human detection in consideration of

the articulated structure of human bodies. A representation

based on serval parts seems more powerful. Felzenszwalb

[10, 12] introduced the Deformable Part-based Model (DP-

M), which described an object as a root block surround-

ed with several movable parts, and thus could alleviate the

problems of appearance variations and occlusion. The DP-

M and its variants have shown significant progress on many

difficult datasets, such as PASCAL VOC datasets.

On the basis of general grammar formalism [13], Gir-

shick et al. [15] further proposed the person Grammar Mod-
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el which extended DPM from simple star-structure to gen-

eral hierarchical structure. In the person Grammar model, a

human body is composed of six parts and a possible occlud-

er, and some parts (like head and torso) even have several

subparts. All parts/subparts/occluder are movable and have

two subtypes. This Grammar model has more adjustable

structure than DPM, and thus has richer representation abil-

ity and gains better performance for human detection.

Besides, Bourdev et al. [3] proposed the Poselet Model

for human detection, which is a two-layer feed-forward net-

work based on the pattern of poselet activations. Poselets

[4] represent the parts that are tightly clustered in both con-

figuration space and appearance space. Recently, based on

the region proposals and deep CNN features, Girshick et al.

[14] constructed the R-CNN model, which have obtained

impressive performances for object detection. Most impor-

tant of all, though the performances of these models are all

competitive, their output detections behave very differently,

which means the combination or cross-fertilization of these

models is possible or effective.

On the other hand, many efforts have also been made to

reduce the detection time. Felzenszwalb et al. [11] accel-

erated the DPM model by more than one order of magni-

tude with the cascade models, similar to the work in [5, 28].

Kokkinos [20, 21] also speeded up the detection significant-

ly with some well-designed search algorithms based on the

bounds of part scores.

Motivated by these extracted features and detection mod-

els, we try to construct effective combination models with

a group of reorganized features for human detection. First-

ly, we extend the first-order gradients in the HOG features

to a collection of gradients with three different orders, aug-

mented with zero-order gradients and second-order gradi-

ents which correspond to the color information and the bar-

shape information, respectively. After re-organizing them

in a cell-based structure, we refer to these combination

features as the HOG-III features (Histograms of Orient-

ed Gradients with Three Orders). Then, we fuse different

models with the new proposed weighted-NMS algorithm

(Weighted Non-Maximum Suppression), which makes full

use of the overlapped detections between different models

to enhance the probable “true” activations as well as elimi-

nate the redundant activations. We apply the HOG-III fea-

tures and weighted-NMS fusion algorithm to (1) the Gram-

mar model and Poselet model for human detection, and to

(2) the deformable part-based model and deepCNN-based

model for the detection of the whole VOC 20 object cate-

gories, and they lead to competitive improvements in both

cases, which are indeed demonstrated by the experiments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

introduces the computation procedure of HOG-III features.

Section 3 presents the model fusion method based on the

weighted-NMS algorithm. The experimental results are giv-

en in Section 4, and we conclude briefly in Section 5.

2. HOG-III features

As we know, the HOG features are based on the first-

order gradients, then what are about the other kth-order gra-

dients, such as zero-order or second-order gradients? In dig-

ital images, the first-order gradients are related to the edge

information. In fact, the other kth-order gradients also con-

tain some valuable information for detection.

Note: Here the kth-order gradient means the maximiza-

tion of kth-order directional derivative, that is, the magni-

tude of kth-order gradient is the maximum value of kth-

order directional derivative over all directions, and the ori-

entation of kth-order gradient is just the direction corre-

sponding to the maximum value.

2.1. First-order gradients — HOG features

The HOG features were originally introduced by Dalal

& Triggs [7]. To obtain them, we need to compute the first-

order gradient at each pixel, aggregate the gradients to the

corresponding cell, make a histogram on each cell, normal-

ize the histogram along four directions, and finally concate-

nate all the normalized histograms to get the feature vector.

However, we here use a modified HOG features suggested

by Felzenszwal et al. [10], which mainly has two improve-

ments from the original HOG: 1. The cell feature normal-

ized along four directions are summed together, instead of

concatenation, which reduces the dimensionality of feature

vector to one-fourth; 2. A 4-dimensional texture feature

vector is added for each cell. See [12] for the detailed de-

scription of the modified HOG features.

2.2. Zero-order gradients — Color features

The zero-order gradient of an RGB image is itself.

Though the three RGB channels are descriptors of red,

green and blue, respectively, their tri-tuple is not a good

representation for feature extraction, due to the mixture of

pure color information and intensity information. To sep-

arate these two kinds of information, we convert RGB to

Hue-Saturation-Intensity (HSI) color space. As the intensi-

ty information has already been used in HOG features (the

computation of the first-order gradient), to avoid redundant

information, we only retain the hue and saturation channels

in HSI space, skipping the intensity channel.

Figure 1 is the schematic diagram of HSI color space.

It can be seen that, without regard to intensity channel, the

hue and saturation channels form a disk-shape space, where

hue corresponds to angle and saturation corresponds to ra-

dius. If we map hue and saturation to the orientation and

magnitude of the first-order gradient in the HOG features,

respectively, and follow the entire computation process of

the HOG features, we can obtain the histograms of satura-

tion over hue bins, which can describe the distribution of
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of HSI color space

color in the image. These Histograms of Color (HoC) fea-

tures are also cell-based, similar to the structure of the HOG

features.

2.3. Second-order gradients — Bar-shape features

As the zero-order gradients (with a particular transfor-

mation) are related to color information, then what do the

second-order gradients mean? According to [6], the second-

order gradients are related to bar-shape information. On one

hand, the mammalian visual system seems to have bar-like

receptive fields [17]. On the other hand, articulated objects

like human bodies can also be modelled as connected bar-

and-blob structures [18]. Therefore, the second-order gra-

dients may also be helpful for human detection.

According to the definition of the kth-order gradients,

the second-order gradients can be computed as follow:

r∗ = max
θ

∂2I

∂2
u

, θ∗ = argmax
θ

∂2I

∂2
u

(1)

where I is the intensity value of the input image, and u =
(cos θ, sin θ) is the unit direction vector. By zeroing the

derivative of the maximization item we can obtain

θ∗ =
1

2
arctan

(

2 · Ixy
Ixx − Iyy

)

(2)

r∗ = Ixx cos
2 θ∗ + 2Ixy cos θ

∗ sin θ∗ + Iyy sin
2 θ∗ (3)

where Ixx, Ixy, Iyy are the second-order derivatives of I
with respect to the corresponding orientations.

After we get the second-order gradient (r∗xy, θ
∗

xy) at each

pixel (x, y), we can follow the entire computation process

of the HOG features, just with the first-order gradients re-

placed by second-order gradients, and then we can obtain

the Histograms of Bar-shape (HoB) features, which can

describe the distribution of bar-shapes in the image and also

have similar structure with HOG features.

2.4. Combination of HOG, HoC and HoB

The HoC, HOG and HoB features correspond to the

zero-order, first-order and second-order gradients respec-

tively, and they have similar structures (cell-based), so

they can be easily concatenated together and thus form
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Figure 2. Construction procedure of the HOG-III features. Note

that the 4D texture features are omitted in this figure.

our HOG-III features (Histograms of Oriented Gradients

with Three Orders). Generally, the number of histogram

bins is set as 9 (just the same as that in HOG features).

Thus for each cell, the HoC and HoB feature vectors are

13D (9 histogram features and 4 texture features), while the

HOG vector is 31D due to the augmentation of 18 contrast-

sensitive features (i.e., 9 contrast-insensitive features, 18

contrast-sensitive features and 4 texture features). If we

combine the HOG, HoC and HoB feature vectors direct-

ly, the dimensionality for each cell is 31 + 13 + 13 = 57.

However, experimental results (see Table 1(a)) show that,

though the contrast-sensitive features in HOG are helpful

for human detection when only the HOG features are used,

they are not necessary for the HOG-III features. In fact,

if we remove this 18D features from the HOG-III vector,

the detection performance even has a slight improvement,

and the training/test stage becomes faster. The reason may

be that the HoC and HoB features compensate the remove

of contrast-sensitive features in a certain way. Therefore,

we choose to exclude these contrast-sensitive features from

HOG-III features, and the final HOG-III feature vector is

39-dimensional for each cell, consisting of 13 HOG fea-

tures, 13 HoC features and 13 HoB features. Figure 2 shows

the construction procedure of HOG-III features.

Note that, features combined by color information, first

and second order derivatives were also used in [26]. How-

ever, they were just a simple concatenation of the RGB val-

ues, the norm of first and second order derivatives on pixel-

level. In this paper we use the gradients instead the original

derivatives, and organize all the features in the cell-based

histogram structure. These two differences provide us more

robust and effective features for human detection.

3. Weighted-NMS based model fusion method

It is almost impossible for a single human detection mod-

el to detect all types of human bodies precisely. For exam-

ple, the person Grammar model can not detect all types of



human bodies (the recall cannot reach 100%), and it can on-

ly detect some particular types that are compatible with its

framework. Every model has a bias, which is rooted in its

own theoretic limitation. If we do not jump out of a theo-

ry framework, it will be difficult to overcome the bias. In

the previous section we combine different features and get

a satisfactory progress (refer to Table 1(a)). This inspires

us that, different models, especially some complementary

models, can also be combined together to cross-fertilize the

whole detections and suppress their respective biases.

3.1. Calibration of confidence scores

In general, the output of a detection model for an input

image can be formulated as {(pi, si)}
n
i=1, where n is the

number of detections, and (pi, si) is the i-th detection. The

position pi is a bounding box denoted as (xmin, ymin, x-

max, ymax), while the score si denotes the confidence score

of the i-th detection. Larger confidence score means more

likely the detection being true positive.

However, the confidence scores from different models

may have very different value ranges or magnitude scales,

thus the same score may have different confidence level-

s in different models. For example, the score range of

the Grammar model is (−∞,+∞) with value 0 represent-

ing the half-confidence, while the score range of the Pose-

let model is (0,+∞) with value 0.5 representing the half-

confidence, thus the value 0.2 is above half-confidence level

in the Grammar model while below half-confidence level in

the Poselet model. Therefore, to make the scores from dif-

ferent models comparable, we need to calibrate the scores

into the same framework before the fusion.

If we test a detection model on the validation set, we can

plot the threshold-precision curve by tuning the threshold

score to output the detections with different confidence s-

cores, and then collect a set of (score, precision) tuples

from the curve. It’s reasonable to measure the actual con-

fidence of a threshold score according to its corresponding

precision [16, 8], that is, different scores from different

models have the same confidence level, provided that they

correspond to the same precision value. Thus we can obtain

the score-calibration function from model B to model A as

follows:

1. Test model B on the validation set, plot its threshold-

precision curve, and collect a set of threshold scores

{xi}
10
i=0 whose corresponding precision values are

{0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, . . . , 0.9, 1.0};

2. Do the same as above for model A and collect {yi}
10
i=0;

3. Fit a transfer function y = f(x) using {(xi, yi)}
10
i=0.

Once we get the transfer function y = f(x), we can

calibrate the score of model B with ŝ = f(s), where s is

the original score, and ŝ is the calibrated score. After such

calibration, the scores from model B and model A will have

identical range and scale, and they are comparable in the

framework of the model A.

3.2. Fusion of detections

Now let us discuss how to fuse model A and model B.

For each image, we can obtain a set of detections {(pi, si)}
from model A, and a set of detections {(pj , sj)} from mod-

el B. Here we assume the scores {sj} from model B have

already been calibrated into the framework of model A.

It is foreseeable that model A and model B may output

many overlapped detections. Overlaps cause redundancies.

If a group of overlapped detections correspond to the same

“true object” (in fact this often happens), all these over-

lapped detections, except one, are redundant. If we merge

{(pi, si)} and {(pj , sj)} directly, we will get a high recall,

but with a low precision. The high recall can be ascribed to

the complementary differences between these two models,

while the low precision may result from the redundancies

between the two models.

In this way, the elimination of redundant detections is

necessary. Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) method is

often used for redundancy elimination. However, general

NMS algorithms are not suitable for this case. Assume that

(pi0 , si0) is a detection from model A, {(pj0 , sj0)} is detec-

tion from model B, and they have a big overlap. General

NMS methods will simply delete the lower-scored detec-

tion, and retain the higher-scored detection with its score

unchanged. As these two detections have a big overlap,

they probably correspond to the same “hypothesized ob-

ject”. We believe that, if a “hypothesized object” can be

detected by two different/complementary models, it is more

likely to be a “true object”. Therefore, it is reasonable to en-

hance the score of the retained detection, instead of keeping

it unchanged.

Based on the above idea, we propose a modified NM-

S algorithm, denoted as weighted-NMS, to fuse these two

models. The detailed fusion procedure based on weighted-

NMS is shown in Algorithm 1. We firstly merge the detec-

tions from these two models and normalize their calibrated

scores to the interval [0, 1], corresponding to the range of

confidence degree. After that, we take into account each

detection greedily, from high score to low score. If (ph, s̃h)
is a high-scored detection, and there exists a lower-scored

detection (pl, s̃l) which has enough overlap with (ph, s̃h),
then (pl, s̃l) will be deleted, AND, the score of pl will be

partially added to the score of ph with a decay weight whl :

s̃h ← s̃h + whl · s̃l. (4)

In other words, the detection pl is merged into ph, and its

weighted score whl×s̃l is absorbed into s̃h at the same time.

By this way we can enhance the probable “true” detections

as well as eliminate the redundant overlaps.



Input : Detections of model A: {(pi, si)},
Detections of model B: {(pj , sj)} ; // sj has already been calibrated

Output: Fused detections, i.e., the updated U

1 Merge {(pi, si)}
M
i=1 and {(pj , sj)}

N
j=1 to a union set U : {pk, sk}

M+N
k=1 ;

2 Normalize the scores sk to interval (0, 1) with the sigmoid function

s̃k = 1/ (1 + exp{−α · (sk − β)}) ; // α, β are fixed hyper-parameters

3 Sort the tuples {(pk, s̃k)}
M+N
k=1 in U by descending order of s̃k;

4 for h← 1 to end(U) do

5 for l← h+ 1 to end(U) do

6 Compute overlap(ph, pl) =
area(ph

⋂
pl)

area(ph

⋃
pl)

;

7 if overlap(ph, pl) > T then // T: threshold for overlapped detections

8 whl ← overlap(ph, pl) ; // w: decay weight for score absorption

9 s̃h ← s̃h + whl · s̃l;
10 Delete (pl, s̃l) from U ;

11 end

12 end

13 end

14 return The updated detection set U

Algorithm 1: Weighted-NMS based fusion procedure for model A and model B.

Feature AP %

HOG 45.8

HOG+HoC 48.0

HOG+HoB 48.7

HOG+HoC+HoB 50.1

HOG-III Feature 51.3
(a) Feature Combination

Model AP %

Grammar 45.8

Poselet 47.0

G+P (None) 38.8

G+P (NMS) 46.7

G-P Model 52.3
(b) Model Combination

Table 1. Human detection results on PASCAL VOC2007 testset.

The decay weight should belong to [0, 1], and in this pa-

per we simply set it as the overlap between the two corre-

sponding detections:

whl = overlap(ph, pl) =
area(ph

⋂

pl)

area(ph
⋃

pl)
. (5)

Note that if we fix this weight as whl ≡ 0, then the weight-

ed-NMS algorithm degenerates to general NMS algorithms.

So far, we have presented the detailed procedure of mod-

el combination, including the calibration step and the fusion

step.

4. Experimental results

To test the performance of the HOG-III features and

weighted-NMS based model fusion method, we conduct a

series of experiments on the PASCAL VOC datasets. All

the detectors are trained on the train-val set, and we use the

Average Precisions (AP) on test set as the measurement of

the detection performance.

4.1. Evaluation of HOG-III and weighted-NMS

A. Single test for feature combination

To test the effect of the HOG-III features described in

Section 2, we conduct a set of comparative experiments on

VOC2007 dataset, to show the performances for differen-

t feature combination methods. We apply all the features

to the person Grammar model [15]. The results are shown

in Table 1(a), where “HOG+HoC” is the direct mergence

of HOG and HoC, “HOG+HoB” is the direct mergence of

HOG and HoB, “HOG+HoC+HoB” is the direct mergence

of HOG, HoC and HoB, while “HOG-III” denotes our pro-

posed combination features.

From Table 1(a) we can see that, in comparison with

the original HOG, the HOG+HoC and HOG+HoB have im-

proved detection performance by 2.2% and 2.9%, respec-

tively, and the direct combination HOG+HoC+HoB obtains

an improvement of 4.3%. However, our combination fea-

tures HOG-III, which exclude the contrast-sensitive fea-

tures, can gain an improvement of 5.5%, which is even

greater than the sum of the respective improvements for

HOG+HoC and HOG+HoB. Considering that the dimen-

sionality of HOG-III (39D) is less than that of HOG+HoC

(44D), HOG+HoB (44D) and HOG+HoC+HoB (57D), it

is clear that our combination features HOG-III are efficient

and effective.

Note that the combinations without HOG features (like

HoC+HoB or single use of HoC/HoB) have unsatisfactory

performance, so we do not show them in the table. Certainly

this also proves the importance of HOG features.



B. Single test for model combination

To test the effect of the weighted-NMS based model fu-

sion method described in Section 3, we also conduct com-

parative experiments on VOC2007 dataset. We combine the

person Grammar model [15] and Poselet model [3] with d-

ifferent fusion methods, to show the effects for different fu-

sion methods. Both Grammar model and Poselet model use

the HOG features [12].

Here the person Grammar model and Poselet model are

selected due to their outstanding performances for human

detection. Most important of all, as described in Section 1,

the theoretical frameworks of Grammar model and Pose-

let model have a very big difference: the Poselet model

is a two-layer network based on novelly defined poselets,

while the Grammar model is based on deformable parts and

occluder. Opportunity comes from the difference, which

makes the combination and cross-fertilization possible for

these two models.

In the calibration step, we use the piece-wise linear func-

tion to calibrate the scores of Poselet model into the frame-

work of Grammar model. The hyper-parameters α and β
in the fusion step are fixed to α = 2, β = 0, which are

optimized on the validation set. The threshold for overlap

is set as T = 0.5 by convention (just the same as general

NMS methods). Both the Grammar model and the Pose-

let model are non-maximum suppressed individually before

they are combined. Note that, usually the general NMS is

used to suppress the overlapped detections from the same

model, while our weighted-NMS aims to enhance probable

true activations from different models.

The results for model combination are shown in Table

1(b), where “G-P Model” denotes the combination mod-

el of Grammar model and Poslet model, obtained by our

weighted-NMS fusion algorithm. “G+P (None)” is the di-

rect mergence of these two models, while “G+P (NMS)”

uses the general NMS method as the post-process.

From Table 1(b) we can see that, the naive combination

(without any post-process) has a low AP, due to the large

redundancies between two models. If we use the general

NMS method as a post-process, the resultant model can not

gain any substantial improvement either. In fact, the AP of

the general NMS method is just the average of the APs for

Grammar model and Poselet model. As for our weighted-

NMS based G-P model, it gains an obvious outperformance,

improving AP by 6.5% over the Grammar model and by

5.3% over the Poselet model. These great improvements

show the effectiveness of our proposed weighted-NMS fu-

sion algorithm.

4.2. Integrated frameworks for human detection

A. Performance of (G-P, HOG-III) framework

To obtain the best performance for human detection, we

apply both the HOG-III features and the weighted-NMS fu-
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Figure 3. The precision-recall curves for different (feature, model)

arrangements on VOC2007 testset.
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Figure 5. The top six detections for Grammar model, Poselet mod-

el and (G-P, HOG-III) model. Note the confidence scores of Gram-

mar/Poselet model have been calibrated and normalized.

sion algorithm to the Grammar model and Poselet mod-

el, and conduct a group of comparative experiments with

different (feature, model) arrangements. The precision-

recall curves on VOC2007 testset are shown in Figure 3,

where (Grammar, HOG-III) denotes the Grammar model

with HOG-III features, (G-P, HOG) denotes the G-P model

with HOG features, while (G-P, HOG-III), the G-P mod-

el with HOG-III features, is an integrated framework which

uses both the HOG-III features and the weighted-NMS fu-

sion algorithm. The framework of (G-P, HOG-III) is shown

in Figure 4, where our work is emphasized with blue color.

From Figure 3 we can see that, compared with the origi-

nal (Grammar, HOG) model, the single use of the HOG-III

features improves AP by 5.5%, while the single use of the

G-P model improves AP by 6.5%. However, if both the
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Figure 4. The integrated framework: G-P model with HOG-III features.

HOG-III features and G-P model are applied (i.e., the inte-

grated framework), the AP can be improved by 9.7%, which

is a significant progress. Figure 5 is an example to show the

top detections from different models.

To further verify the performance of our integrated

framework (G-P, HOG-III), we also conduct some compara-

tive experiments on VOC2010/2012 dataset. Table 2 shows

the full results of our models as well as some related models

which are competitive for human detection. All the results

here are obtained without using large auxiliary datasets or

contextual information about other object categories. From

this table we can see that our models, including (Grammar,

HOG-III), (G-P, HOG) and (G-P, HOG-III), outperform all

the other related models. Especially, the integrated frame-

work (G-P, HOG-III) has gained a substantial advantage

over the best model excluding ours, i.e., an improvemen-

t of 8.5% over Poselet model on VOC2007 testset, 8.0%
over DDSSM on VOC2010 testset, and 8.9% over Poselet

model on VOC2012 testset.

B. Analysis of detection time

The detection time of the integrate framework (G-P,

HOG-III) is just the sum of the time for Grammar model

and Poselet model with HOG-III features. In fact, the com-

putation of HOG-III features costs nearly the same time as

that for the original HOG features. It takes very little time to

compute the extra features in HOG-III (i.e., HoC and HoB),

due to their similar structures and computing processes with

HOG. Besides, the HOG-III features remove 18D contrast-

sensitive features. In our experiments on VOC datasets, it

takes about 2s per image for (Grammar, HOG-III) model.

Both the detection time and detection performance of the

Poselet model vary greatly along with the fineness of the

model (e.g., the length of scanning pace, min/max size of

scanning object, scale ratio of feature pyramid). In fact, the

implementation of the Poselet model in [2] can obtain an AP

of 47.0% (on VOC2007 testset) with 10s per image under

a high fineness, or an AP of 37.2% with only 1s per image

under a low fineness. However, when we combine the Pose-

let model and Grammar model together with our weighted-

NMS based fusion method, the fineness of the Poselet mod-

el has negligible effect on the performance of our G-P mod-

el. For example, on VOC2007 testset, our G-P model can

obtain an AP of 55.5% with about 12s per image (high fine-

ness for the Poselet model), or an AP of 54.5% with about

3s per image (low fineness for the Poselet model). There-

for, in the framework of the G-P model, we usually use a

low fineness for the Poselet model in practice.

Currently, the speed of our integrated framework is

mainly limited by the models we used. The integrated

framework can be speed up by running these two models in

parallel. Besides, the Grammar model or Poselet model can

also be accelerated by some well-designed implementation-

s, like the cascaded structure [5, 11], the Branch-and-Bound

search algorithm [20, 21], and so on.

Note that the detection time is obtained in our personal

computer, with 3.2GHz 4-core Intel Core CPU, 8G Memo-

ry, Linux-3.5 OS. Besides, we make use of the parallel pro-

gramming in MATLAB R2012b, and 4 workers are opened

in parallel when detecting on test set.

C. Comparison & application to deep learning models

Note that recently Girshick et al. [14] proposed the R-

CNN model, which has obtained impressive performances

for object detection based on region proposals and deep

CNN features. For example, on VOC2010 testset, their

AP is 53.6% for person class. Further, after utilizing

the bounding-box regression, their AP increases to 58.1%,

which is then slightly higher than ours 57.2%. Though

some improvements can also be expected if we apply simi-

lar bounding-box regression to our model, we need to state

that, their results can not be compared with ours directly.

Due to the usage of deep learning, the R-CNN model needs

a large auxiliary dataset (i.e., ImageNet) in its pre-training

stage. Besides, the training of R-CNN requires high-level

hardware conditions (GPU, large memory/disk space, etc)

and large amount of time (more than ten times longer than

our model). As for prediction time, our model needs only

3s per image (see the previous section), while their model

needs more than one minute per image (in CPU mode).

However, without regard to the large auxiliary dataset-

s, high-level hardware conditions or the long training &

prediction time, we can also fuse the R-CNN model with

the Grammar model by using our weighted-NMS algorithm.

The resultant fusion model shows very good performance.

For example, on VOC2007 testset, the AP of person class



Model VOC2007 VOC2010 VOC2012

Grammar [15] 45.8 47.6 47.9

Poselet [3] 47.0 48.5 48.1

LSVM-MDPM(V5) [12] 43.2 45.2 44.5

Boosted-HOG-LBP [32] 44.6 46.5 –

HSC [25] 41.4 – –

DDSMM [33] 44.8 49.2 –

CN-HOG [19] 44.0 43.3 –

Regionlet [31] 43.4 43.5 –

(Grammar, HOG-III) 51.3 52.2 52.1

(G-P, HOG) 52.3 54.1 53.7

(G-P, HOG-III) 55.5 57.2 57.0

Table 2. Full results (AP%) on PASCAL VOC dataset for person-class. All the results here are obtained without using large auxiliary

datasets or contextual information about other categories. “LSVM-MDPM(V5)” [12] is the popular MDPMs proposed by Felzenszwalb.

“Boosted-HOG-LBP” [32] is a boosted local structured HOG-LBP based object detector, which got the highest mean-AP for the whole

twenty object categories in VOC2010 competition [9]. “HSC” [25] denotes the Histogram of Sparse Codes. “DDSMM” [33] is a variation

of part based models with data decomposition and spatial mixture modeling method. “CN-HOG” [19] is a HOG variant combined with

color attributes. “Regionlet” [31] is a cascaded boosting model with regionlet features. Note that the results for some models remain

unknown (marked with “–” in the table) due to the lack of their implementation codes.

is 51.3% for Grammar(HOG-III), 58.7% for R-CNN, and

65.2% for the fusion model of Grammar and R-CNN, which

is indeed a significant improvement.

4.3. Extension to the whole VOC 20 classes

Our initial aim is just to find good features or detection

models for the human detection task, so the proposed HOG-

III features and weighted-NMS based fusion method are ini-

tially designed and evaluated only for person class. The

Grammar model and Poselet model are chosen due to their

outstanding performances for person class.

Certainly, these methods may also be valuable for oth-

er object detection tasks. To investigate this generalization

problem, we extend the HOG-III features and weighted-

NMS fusion algorithm to the detection of the whole VOC

20 object categories. We use DPM [12] and R-CNN [14]

for experiments, as they are representatives of non-deep de-

tection models and deep detection models, and both of them

are applicable to the whole object categories.

First, the HOG-III features still show good performances

on the whole 20 classes, though not as impressive as that

for person class. For example, in the framework of DPM,

the mean AP on VOC2007 testset is 33.7% for HOG [12],

34.3% for HOG-LBP [32], 34.3% for HSC [25], 34.8% for

CN-HOG [19], while 35.0% for the proposed HOG-III fea-

tures.

Second, we fuse the DPM and R-CNN with the weight-

ed-NMS algorithm and test it on the whole 20 classes. The

fusion model also gains competitive improvements. Specif-

ically, the mean AP on VOC2007 testset is 33.7% for DPM,

58.4% for R-CNN, while 60.5% for the fusion model of

DPM and R-CNN.

5. Conclusion

We have investigated the combination features/models

for human detection and made two contributions. First,

we introduce the HOG-III features which consist of the

HOG features, color features (HoC) and bar-shape features

(HoB). Second, we propose the new and effective weight-

ed-NMS algorithm, leading to the construction of several

fusion models, including the G-P (Grammar+Poselet) and

G-R (Grammar+RCNN) for person class, and the D-R (DP-

M+RCNN) for the whole 20 classes. The experiments on

PASCAL VOC datasets have demonstrated that, both the

HOG-III features and the weighted-NMS fusion algorithm

can boost the performance significantly for human detec-

tion, as well as gain competitive improvements for the de-

tection of the whole VOC classes.

In the future we will try to fuse the HOG, HoC and HoB

with more effective methods like Boosting [32], Multiple

Kernel Learning [27], etc. As for the weighted-NMS based

fusion method, not limited to the Grammar model, Poselet

model, R-CNN or DPM, it can be extended to the fusion

other complementary models or multiple models (more than

two). Our future work will focus on these issues.
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